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Outline of the meeting
• Welcome & overview
• City of Wichita presentation
• DWR summary of draft, proposed approval documents and process
ahead
• GMD 2 Comments
• Questions and Answers

Meeting purpose
• This meeting concerns itself with requests by the City of
Wichita to:

• Add recovery wells to its project and
• modify the terms of Phase II of its existing, Aquifer Storage and
Recovery Project.

• While not a formal part of the review process, due to the
significance of the project to the Region and some
complexity in the proposal, we are holding this informational
meeting to inform the formal review process to come.

Wichita ASR overview
• State’s only Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) Project.
• Permitted in two phases:
• Phase I, 2005: allows recharge of treated Little Arkansas River
surface water and bank storage wells to develop recharge credits
and slow the migration of salt water contamination moving toward
the wellfield from the Burrton area. It includes five recharge
recovery permits.
• Phase II, 2009/2010: allows the recharge of treated Little Arkansas
River surface water into the Equus Beds wellfield to accumulate
recharge credits for subsequent use by the City. Phase II is
designed to permit recharge of up to 30 million gallons per day. It
includes 30 recharge recovery permits.

Wichita ASR overview
• The ASR approvals include a rigorous accounting and modeling
components to track recharge, recovery and loss of recharge out of
the area.
• The approvals define a “Basin Storage Area (BSA)” as part of the
accounting, which is the portion of the aquifer used for aquifer
storage with defined horizontal boundaries and delimited by a
maximum and minimum index levels.

Wichita’s proposed changes
Not a new ASR Project; no expansion of ASR authorities requested.
Three changes are sought by the City:

• New applications for additional recovery wells to allow the City to recover
recharge credits at its existing production wells, not currently authorized to do so.
• Two requested changes in the terms & conditions for Phase II approvals:
• lowering of the minimum index levels used to determine when the City can
withdraw its recharge credits, and
• authorization for a new type of recharge credit from project operations:
Aquifer Maintenance Credits (AMCs). AMCs would be allow during times of
limited aquifer recharge capacity, where the City would receive recharge
credits for treating surface water diverted from the Little Arkansas River and
sent directly to town for municipal use, offset by reduced Equus Bed Aquifer
use.

http://www.agriculture.ks.gov/WichitaAS
R

Proposal development / Initial review
• After significant work with DWR, GMD 2, and stakeholders, the City
provided its formal proposal on March 12, 2018. DWR posts on web
new page.
• March 22, 2018 – DWR letter providing draft, proposed approval
documents for review, start initial review
• April 19, 2018 – Special GMD 2 Board meeting to discuss
• April 27 – GMD 2 initial review comments provided
• May 9, 2018 – DWR letter, amending process to include a formal
hearing
• May 22, 2018 – City response to GMD review
• June 1, 2018 – DWR response to GMD review, particularly legal/policy
questions; amends proposed approval documents
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Why draft, proposed approval documents?
• Due to the significance and complexity of the project, draft approval
documents provided to help the GMD and public to fully understand
the proposed terms and conditions being considered.
• No decision has been made, but we have worked hard to develop a
set of potential terms that meets the City’s needs and meets
statutory and regulatory requirements.
• The formal public hearing process will affirm or deny this, including
determining whether additional terms and conditions would improve
the accounting of AMCs or other changes will better serve the public’s
interest.

Summary of proposed terms and conditions
• Lower minimum index cell levels as indicated in Table 2-11 of the
City’s proposal
• Physical recharge activities will continue to occur when there is
adequate recharge capacity within the aquifer.
• AMCs may be accumulated only when index cell water levels are at
elevations that limit physical recharge into the BSA as provided in the
ASR’s operating plan.
• The AMC accumulation rate will be dependent on the quantity of
water treated and sent to the City within the authorization of File
No. 46,627.

Summary of proposed terms (con’t)
• AMC accounting:

• AMCs will annually be assigned to index cells by evenly distributing these
credits among the total number of points of diversion within the Equus Beds
wellfield in service that year.
• A one-time, five percent (5%) initial loss will be deducted from the total
number of AMCs applied in each index cell.
• A recurring loss to AMCs, as provided in Figure 15 of the City’s proposal,
would be applied annually across the BSA to account for the migration of
recharge credits and losses from the BSA.
• The total accumulation of recharge credits through PRCs and AMCs combined
cannot exceed 120,000 acre-feet, which represents the documented amount
of aquifer storage available within the ASR project area in 1993.

Summary of proposed terms (con’t)
• The City will develop an annual ASR Operations Plan that will be used to
evaluate groundwater levels and the aquifer’s physical recharge capacity.
This information will determine the extent to which AMCs can be
accumulated.
• If water quality in an existing domestic well, within 660 feet of an existing
or new ASR well, is degraded by the ASR project such that it no longer
meets the current drinking water standards, then the City will remedy the
problem without additional cost to the resident.
• If a domestic water well, existing before the filing of these permit
applications and within 660 feet of an existing or new ASR well, is
adversely impacted by drawdown from such ASR well, then the City will
re-drill or take other appropriate, affirmative action to restore productivity
of such domestic well to the same rate and quality as existed before.
• The draft, proposed approval documents include additional details on
conditions when AMCs may be withdrawn, as well as metering, reporting,
and accounting related to AMCs.

http://www.agriculture.ks.gov/WichitaAS
R

Wichita ASR - Process ahead
• June 28 – Tonight’s public informational meeting
• Within next 2-3 weeks – Pre-hearing conference, set hearing date,
location and procedures
• August 2018 – Formal public hearing including GMD 2
recommendation
• Approx. 3 weeks following hearing – Close of written comment
period.
• Fall 2018 – Decision after review of the record

Questions

Wichita future base
demand = 81,690 AF/year
In drought, reduced to
approx. 71,000 AF/year
Wichita plans to use its
40,000 AF native rights
to full extent in long
term drought.
Demands > 40,000 AF
to be provided from
ASR credits.

